
University of Connecticut Student Recreation Center
HEALTHY STUDENTS EXCEL.

A LEED Gold building, the new four-level student recreation center located at the heart of a 25,000 student New England university was 
designed to extend recreation and wellness opportunities and provide encouragement for participation by the broadest cross-section of 
the student body.  Two entries create a pass-through experience for visitors while responding to a crossroads campus site, establishing 
finishing edges of both an academic quadrangle and a large-scale urban intersection.  Primary paths of both vehicles and pedestrians 
are marked by a glowing iconic corner and a soaring climbing wall, inviting all to look through the transparent exterior at the activity and 
opportunities for life-balance within.       



Students who participate in recreational sports 
opportunities demonstrate increased retention 
rates and improved health and wellness.  
Students who participate often and in a range of 
opportunities benefit even more.
- Scott Forrester Ph.D.
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FIRST FLOOR

The first floor program includes a lobby with juice bar, administrative and business center functions, depressed fitness neighborhoods, large locker rooms including an all gender locker room, 
natatorium and climbing area.  The Outdoor Adventure Center has a separate entry and provides students equipment rental and group outdoor activity opportunities. 



SECOND FLOOR

The second floor program includes two additional fitness neighborhoods, additional administrative offices, a trainers suite, and multipurpose rooms including functional fitness, a spin studio and 
a mind+body studio.  The open plan and use of interior glass walls provides visual connectivity between the floors and various programmed spaces.



THIRD FLOOR

The third floor program includes racquetball courts, a MAC (multi activated court) and a 4 court gymnasium stacked over the natatorium. 



FOURTH FLOOR

The fourth floor includes a 3 lane running track that is situated above the MAC and gymnasium. The track level features expansive windows and views out of the surround Connecticut 
landscape to create an elevated cardio experience for the users. 



INSIDE OUT.

A wood Ipe feature wall at the exterior corner of the building draws students to the entries.  
The wood wall continues into the building interiors and serves as a two-story wayfinding 
element linking the campus and quad entries inside a dynamic, light-filled lobby.  Upon 
entry, students are rewarded with an expansive atrium of activity. The live building section 
provides views of constant fluidity and movement while the exterior provides views of both 
urban and academic sides of the campus.



WHERE THE STUDENT BODY DEVELOPS.

Providing aquatics, gymnasiums (4 wood courts and 2 synthetic multi-sport) fitness, group exercise activities, climbing, racquetball and wellness assessment and testing; this full-featured 
wellness center caters to supporting the success of the whole student through healthy lifestyle training and opportunities.



A SPACE FOR ALL.

Lounge spaces, a café and multi-purpose meeting and activity spaces encourage a dynamic interchange between students (and faculty and staff), providing both active group participation 
and quiet collaboration spaces for students seeking a healthful life balance.



FITNESS NEIGHBORHOODS.

The creation of “neighborhoods” of fitness and wellness activities both takes 
advantage of the quantity of wellness opportunities available and breaks 
down the scale of the facility for the students while providing varying degrees 
of privacy and activities to attract and promote use by all students; not just 
the traditional fitness users.



CARDIO FITNESS NEIGHBORHOOD



MIND + BODY

The Mind + Body studio is a space for students to connect and reflect.  
The highlight of the space is an all glass overhead door that opens onto a 
terrace facing the campus quad.  The ability to open the space and allow for 
outdoor airflow plays into the project’s sustainable story and goals.



BENCHMARKING.

The facility opened for students fall 2019.  As a wellness center with controlled access, 
the Recreation staff is actively tracking attendance and user patterns to document the 
impact on both participation rates in depth and breadth of use by students compared to 
the previous undersized and uninspired gymnasium facility; and as a benchmark for future 
adjustments to programming to maximize the impact on student success.



4 COURT GYMNASIUMNATATORIUM



OUTDOOR ADVENTURE CENTER


